Please fill out this form completely, with all necessary signatures and documentation, and return to The Department of Languages and Literature for processing into your Grad Tracking Profile.

Return in person to: Darci Rollins, Park 302 or email d.rollins@gradschool.utah.edu

STUDENT NAME: ________________________________

UNID: _______________________________________

PROGRAM OF STUDY: _______________________________________

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: _______________________________________

GRADUATE PROGRAM REQUIREMENT:________________________________________________________________________________________

☐ Advanced Proficiency (pass a 2020 level language class)

☐ Standard Proficiency (pass a 1020 level language class)

☐ Standard Proficiency in 2 languages

☐ Requirement waived (native speaker)

METHOD OF LANGUAGE VERIFICATION:________________________________________________________________________________________

☐ Language Classes (undergrad/graduate)

☐ Language Test (placement test/ MLA, FLATS)

☐ Native Speaker

Please attach proof of your language verification or reason for a verification waiver. If proof is not attached, the language verification will NOT be entered into Grad Tracking.

ACCEPTED DOCUMENTATION:
Transcripts from undergraduate language classes, language placement test results, MLA Test results, or FLATS results.

If English is not your first language, and your home department is waiving your language requirement please attach proof of citizenship, residency, or a diploma from a foreign high school or university.